
Crystal Clear Recording 

With M-Audio’s C-Series Interfaces, high quality signal capture has never been easier courtesy of all-

new, pro-grade Crystal Preamps™. Engineered from the ground up, Crystal Preamps provide 

musicians and producers with a transparent, low-noise solution that guarantees to get the best out 

of your microphone and capture your performance the way it was intended to be heard – plus, the 

inclusion of a +48v phantom power switch assures all microphone types are catered for, including 

the coveted sound of high-quality condenser mics. 

 

Ultra-Portable Studio-Grade Capture 

The M-Track 2X2M fuses pristine A/D converters, tailor made to provide 24-bit resolution digital 

audio for exquisite dynamic range that captures every nuance and subtlety of your performance; 

when combined with sample rates of up to 192kHz you can be sure your recordings are completely 

clear and true to the source audio. Whatever the occasion, be it demos or master recordings, the M-

Track 2X2M provides the quality you demand in an ultra portable, user-friendly and robust package. 

 

Whatever The Project, M-Track’s Got It Covered 

Combining a XLR+¼” balanced combo input and an all-new ¼” instrument input, the M-Track 2X2M 

allows you to record 2 channels simultaneously, all in studio grade 24-bit/192kHz resolution. The 

flexibility of a combo-input accommodates any source audio with a microphone or line-level output 

while a tailor made gain and impedance stage on the instrument input guarantees a pristine, 

accurate guitar or bass DI signal. 

 

Future-Proofed High-Speed, Zero Latency Recording 

Connecting the M-Track 2X2M couldn’t be simpler; install the drivers, connect it to your Mac or PC 

via standard USB or USB-C port and you’re set to record. With the M-Track 2X2M, the convenience 

of premium high-speed USB-C combines with a USB/Direct Balance knob, granting latency-free 

recording and monitoring that allows you to focus on what’s important – your performance! 


